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1 YEAR WARRANTY
Maasdam Pow’R-Pull warrants these goods against defective material and 
workmanship for a period of twelve months from the date of purchase. A copy of 
the original sales receipt is required to establish that the warranty is in effect. Written 
notice and an explanation of the circumstances of any claim that the equipment has 
proven defective in material and workmanship must be given promptly by Buyer to 
Maasdam Pow’R-Pull.

Maasdam®

A division of Pull’R Holding Company, LLC
415 East State Parkway
Schaumburg, IL 60173
888.797.7855 • Fax 847.228.6021
www.maasdam.com

WARNING: This product can expose you to di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Reference for all Jackall Accessories:
1313 Jack Rack 
1333 Jack Maintenance

1323 Jack Quick Clamp
1390 Jack Adapter

Instructions for Safe  
and Satisfactory Operations
1. Jack and its base must be stable so Jack cannot move during use.
2. LIFTING

A. Reversing Lever to “UP”
B. The lifting Mechanism can be raised automatically to load.
C. Lifting Nose must be set fully and squarely against load.
D. Alternately raising and lowering of the handle will now raise load one step at a time.
E. ALWAYS KEEP A FIRM GRIP ON THE HANDLE.
F. Keep hands away from the Lifting Mechanism and ensure Jack is perpendicular to 

load while raising or lowering load.
3. LOWERING

A. The Lifting Mechanism will automatically drop to base once load is reduced to 
 approximately 50 lbs./23 kg.

B. Always place handle in the “UP” position before flipping reversing lever.
C. Grasp handle firmly while lowering. NEVER remove grasp while lever is in   

lowering position.
D. Alternately lowering and raising the handle will now lower the load step-by-step.

4. Make sure load cannot shift.
5. Slide a bolt through the steel beam immediately below the Lifting 

Mechanism if the load is to be left in a raised position. 
 

WARNING
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING JACK
6. NEVER, NEVER WORK UNDER A RAISED LOAD UNLESS ADDITIONAL 

RIGID SUPPORTS SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT THE LOAD ARE USED AND 
ANY WHEELS ARE BLOCKED

7. Keep your Jack clean and well-oiled.
8. CAPACITY - 8000 lbs. (3628 kg.) within 12 inches (30 cm) of the base. 

Capacity decreases as distance from base increases.

9. Designed “Safety Link” pitman mechanism prevents abuse and misuse. 
“Safety Link” yields when capacity exceeded - load can no longer be lifted. 
Operational safety at its best

IN CASE OF SERVICE:
A. In most cases you will be able to repair your own Jack. Order replacement parts 

only from Maasdam Pow’R-Pull dealers or directly from Maasdam Pow’R-Pull.
B. If you cannot replace theses parts yourself you may return the lifting mechanism 

ONLY less the handle (prepaid) and we will repair it for you after arrangements have 
been made with customer service representative.

C. Never return more than the lifting mechanism (less handle) for repair or the 
shipping charge added to the repair charge will exceed the cost of a new jack.


